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Abstract

The sharing of emotional material is central to
the process of psychotherapy and emotional
problems are a primary reason for seeking
treatment. Surprisingly, very little systematic
research has been done on patterns of emo-
tional exchange during psychotherapy. It is
likely that a major reason for this void in the
research is the enormous cost of annotating
sessions for affective content. In the field of
NLP, there have been major strides in the cre-
ation of algorithms for sentiment analysis, but
most of this work has focused on written re-
views of movies and twitter feeds with lit-
tle work on spoken dialogue. We have cre-
ated a new database of 97,497 utterances from
psychotherapy transcripts labeled by humans
for sentiment. We describe this dataset and
present initial results for models identifying
sentiment. We also show that one of the best
models from the literature, trained on movie
reviews, performed below many of our base-
line models that trained on the psychotherapy
corpus.

1 Introduction

People often seek psychotherapy because they feel
emotionally distressed (e.g. anxious, unable to
sleep). For well over a century, researchers and prac-
titioners have consistently acknowledged the cen-
tral role emotions play in psychotherapy (Freud and
Breuer, 1895; Lane et al., 2015). Emotion, or af-
fect, is directly involved in key concepts of psy-
chotherapeutic process and outcome, including the
formation of the therapeutic alliance (Safran and

Muran, 2000), an individual’s process of decision
making (Bar-On et al., 2004; Isen, 2008) , behavior
change (Lang and Bradley, 2010), personality style
(Mischel, 2013), and happiness (Gross and Leven-
son, 1997). Affect is implicated in human memory
(Schacter, 1999), and is an essential building block
of empathy (Elliott et al., 2011; Imel et al., 2014a).
The particular role of affect in different psychother-
apy theories varies from encouraging patients to ac-
cess and release suppressed emotions (as in psycho-
analysis; e.g. (Kohut, 2013)) to identifing the im-
pact of cognition on emotion (as in rational-emotive
behavior therapy; (Ellis, 1962)). Carl Rogers, a pro-
genitor of humanistic / person-centered therapy, the-
orized that empathy involved a therapist experienc-
ing a client’s affect as if it were his or her own, and
that empathy constituted a necessary ingredient for
human growth and change (Rogers, 1975). Empathy
and emotion continues to be a primary area of re-
search in psychological science (Decety and Ickes,
2009).

In psychotherapy, there are many ways that clients
and therapists communicate how they are feeling
(e.g., facial expression (Haggard and Isaacs, 1966),
body positioning (Beier and Young, 1998), vocal
tone (Imel et al., 2014a), but clearly one is the words
they use. For example, there is evidence that greater
use of affect words predicts positive treatment out-
come (Anderson et al., 1999; Stalikas, 1995). Sim-
ilarly, Mergenthaler (1996) developed a theory on
how the pattern of emotional expression should pro-
ceed between a client and therapist. However, this
research has been limited to dictionary based meth-
ods (see also Mergenthaler (2008)). Until very re-
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cently, the exploration of emotion in psychotherapy
has been limited by the lack of methodology for
looking at sentiment in a more nuanced way.

2 Sentiment Analysis

There is a long tradition in the field of Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) for trying to correctly iden-
tify the sentiment of passages of text and as a re-
sult there are a large number of techniques that have
been tested (for a review on the subject, see Pang and
Lee (2008)). Some common methods involve us-
ing n-grams combined with classifier models (SVM,
CRF, Naive Bayes) to identify the sentiment of sen-
tences or passages (Pak and Paroubek, 2015). An-
other method involves using pre-compiled dictionar-
ies of common terms with their polarity (positive or
negative) (Baccianella et al., 2010). As with many
NLP methods, researchers have attempted to go be-
yond the mere presentation of words and use sen-
tence structure and contextual information to im-
prove accuracy. Along these lines, more recently
researchers have used deep learning techniques to
improve accuracy on sentiment datasets, with some
success (Maas et al., 2011; Socher et al., 2013).

2.1 Domain Adaptation: Why Create A New
Sentiment Dataset

The purpose of this project is to create and evalu-
ate a dataset for training machine learning sentiment
analysis models that could then be applied to the do-
main of psychotherapy and mental health. Pang and
Lee (2008) have pointed out that sentiment analy-
sis is domain specific. Thus, creating a sentiment
dataset specific to psychotherapy addresses the pos-
sibility that the words and ratings used to train mod-
els in other contexts may have very different conno-
tations than those in spoken psychotherapy. For ex-
ample, if one were reviewing a movie and wrote that
‘the movie was very effective emotionally, deeply
sad’, this might be rated as a very positive state-
ment. But in a therapy session, the word ‘sad’ would
be more likely to be used in the context ‘I am feel-
ing very sad’. Moreover, there are many words that
might be extremely rare in other datasets, but are
very common in psychotherapy. For example, the
word ‘Zoloft’ (an anti-depression medication) may
never occur in a movie review dataset, but it occurs

381 times in our collection of therapy transcripts.
Moreover, psychotherapy text typically comes from
transcribed dialogue - not written communication.
Modeling strategies that work well on written text
may perform poorly on spoken language. For ex-
ample, methods that require parse trees (recursive
neural nets) may have difficulty on the disfluencies,
fillers and fragments that come from dialogue.

Databases used for sentiment analysis have come
from a variety of written prose ranging from classic
literature (Yussupova et al., 2012; Qiu et al., 2011;
Liu and Zhang, 2012), news articles (see Pang and
Lee (2008) for a list of databases), to social me-
dia text (for examples see Bohlouli et al. (2015),
Gokulakrishnan et al. (2012) and Pak and Paroubek
(2015)). Databases have been created from archived
text via the Internet. Additionally, researchers have
used a variety of techniques to harvest a live feed
of tweets and posts from social media outlets as
Twitter and Facebook, respectively, so as to access
fresh data (Bohlouli et al., 2015). Virtually all of
the databases for sentiment analysis are written and
none (that we are aware of) come from a mental
health domain.

3 Data Collection

Data were obtained from a large corpus of psy-
chotherapy transcripts that are published by Alexan-
der Street Press (http://alexanderstreet.com/). These
transcripts come from a variety of different the-
oretical perspectives (Psychodynamic, Experien-
tial/Humanistic, Cognitive Behavioral and Drug
Therapy/Medication Management) (Imel et al.,
2014b). Importantly, these transcripts are available
through library subscription and can be downloaded
from the web. As a result they can be shared more
easily than a typical psychotherapy datasets. At
the time of writing, there were 2,354 sessions, with
514,118 talk turns.

Figure 1: Example Mechanical Turk Rating

Before sampling from the dataset, we segmented
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talk turns on sentence boundaries (based on periods,
exclamation and question marks). We refer to these
discrete units as ‘utterances’. We also excluded any
talk turns that were shorter than 15 characters (a
large part of the dataset consists of short filler text
like ’mm-hmm’, ’yeah’, ’ok’ that are neutral in na-
ture). We left in non-verbal indicators that were tran-
scribed like ‘(laugh)’ or ‘(sigh)’. We randomly sam-
pled from the entire dataset of utterances that met
the criteria for length, without any stratification by
session.

We used Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to
code the dataset for sentiment. We limited the work-
ers to individuals in the United States to reduce the
variability in the ratings to only US English speak-
ers. In addition, we required that workers were all
‘master’ certified by the system (which means that
they had a track record of successfully performing
other tasks). We packaged each utterance with a set
of 7 others that were all completed at the same time
(though all were selected randomly and were not in
order). Workers were told that the utterances came
from transcripts of spoken dialogue, and as a result
are sometimes messy, but to try their best to rate
each one. For each rating, workers were given the
following five options: Negative, Somewhat Nega-
tive, Neutral, Somewhat Positive, Positive (see fig-
ure 1 to see the exact presentation). Each utterance
in the main dataset was rated by one person.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Sentiment Ratings

3.1 Interrater Dataset

In addition to the main dataset, where one worker
rated each utterance, we created another dataset
where a random selection of 100 utterances were
rated by 75 workers each. The purpose of this
dataset was 1) to estimate the numeric interrater re-
liability of human coding of sentiment and 2) to be
able to see the distribution of sentiment ratings for
different utterances.

4 Data Description

4.1 Sentiment Dataset Description

The sentiment ratings were completed by 221 dif-
ferent workers on MTurk. The workers completed
97,497 ratings. The mean length of the utterances
was 13.6 (SD = 11.1) and the median length was
10 words. The most frequent rating was neutral
(59.2%) and the ratings generally skewed more neg-
ative than positive (see figure 2).

There was a similar trend to the one observed by
Socher et al. (2013) that shorter sentences tended to
be more neutral than longer ones. Though in con-
trast, even in longer phrases, our dataset skewed
more negative and had a larger neutral percentage.
This makes sense, given that the dataset comes from
a collection of psychotherapy transcripts where par-
ticipants are likely to be discussing the problems that
brought the client to psychotherapy.

4.2 Data Splits

From the overall collection of 97,497 ratings we ran-
domly split the data into a training, development
and test set. We allocated 60% to the training set
(58,496), 20% to the development (19,503) and 20%
to the test set (19,498).

4.3 Interrater Dataset Description

The interrater dataset was used to determine the
level of interrater agreement when rating sentiment
in this dataset. We used the Intraclass Correlation
Coefficient (ICC) to assess this agreement (Shrout
and Fleiss, 1979). Using a two way random effects
model for absolute agreement, treating the data as
ordinal, the ICC was .541. (95% CI [.47, .62])2.

1This rated “fair” by the criterion of Cicchetti (1994)
2CI=Confidence Interval
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Figure 3: Distribution of Sentiment Ratings by Length of Utterance

The interrater set provides an illustration of how
different types of utterances produce different re-
sponses in people. We present several examples in
figure 4 that were chosen to illustrate different pat-
terns in ratings. As can be seen in the examples,
there are certain ratings where the vast majority of
raters agree on the sentiment. For example ‘and
then left the house’ was rated neutral by most of the
raters. Another example, ‘no, I don’t even like him’
was agreed to be some degree of negative by most
raters. Another utterance that was generally rated
positive was ‘(chuckling) but I know I didn’t feel
as good as I do now’. But even in examples where
the vast majority of raters agreed on the direction
of the rating (positive or negative) there was almost
never complete agreement on the degree of senti-
ment. This finding lends support to the method of
training models that predict the polarity of the sen-
timent, but not the degree (Socher et al., 2013). In
many utterances a large proportion of raters agreed a
phrase was not neutral, but there was low agreement
on what direction of the sentiment was. The example
‘see I don’t need any therapy’ illustrates this point.
The modal rating was neutral, but the example had
a wide distribution of ratings. Different raters had
very different views on the sentiment of the sen-
tence. It is possible that these different assesments
could map onto ways in which therapists might view
such a statement - some taking it at face value and
an indicator a client was doing well, while others
might view it as a failure to acknowledge problems
that brought them to psychotherapy.

5 Models

We tested several common NLP models to predict
the labels on the dataset from the text. The purpose
of the modeling was to build baseline measures that
could serve as comparisons for future studies.

5.1 Features

We tested the models with several n-gram combi-
nations. Grams were created by parsing on word
boundaries without separating out contractions. For
example, the word “don’t” would be left as a sin-
gle gram. Each model was tested with 1) unigram
features 2) unigram + bigram features 3) unigram,
bigram and trigram features.

5.2 Evaluation

All of the models were evaluated on how well they
predicted the course sentiment labels, which were
‘positive’, ‘negative’ and ‘neutral’. We used sev-
eral metrics: 1) Overall accuracy predicting labels
2) F1-Score for each of the labels and 3) Cohen’s
Kappa (weighted). Because the base rate for neutral
was high in our dataset, the Kappa metric probably
gives the best overall measure of the performance
of these models, correcting for chance agreement on
neutral ratings. Although accuracy is reported in the
table, we feel that Kappa is a better metric because
in our dataset, an accuracy of .59 could be achieved
by guessing the majority class.

All models were tuned against the development
set. Once the final hyperparameters were selected
for each model, they were trained on both the train-
ing and development set and run once against the
test set.
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Figure 4: Examples Rating Distributions from Interrater Set

6 Classifier Model

We tested each of the feature sets with a Maximum
Entropy Model. The L1 regularization on each of
the models was tuned against the development set.
The model functioned as local classifier (that is, they
could only see each utterance in isolation, without
any surrounding information from the session from
which it was drawn).

In addition, we tested a pre-trained version of
the Stanford sentiment model based on a Recursive
Neural Network as a comparison for how a model
that was trained on movie reviews would perform on
psychotherapy dialogue (Socher et al., 2013). Be-
cause of the way that this model is set up to learn, it
was not possible to train it on our data1. The RNN

1As a side note: this is not a limitation of Recursive Neural
Networks (RNN) in general, but rather the way that Socher’s
implementation was designed to learn. The movie dataset that
their group created labeled all of the sections of a parse tree and
gave these labeled tree structures to the RNN. One could have
designed an RNN to learn from just the top label of a tree, but
then one would have to use a different implementation of an
RNN. It may also surprise readers to learn that Socher’s model
in this paper relied on the Stanford parser to pre-parse the sen-
tence trees, instead of letting the RNN parse the sentence.

model from the previously mentioned paper requires
parse trees of the training set, labeled at each node.
Our training dataset only has the top level of the
sentence labeled. In our tables, the specific model
is identified as a Recursive Neural Tensor Network
(RNTN).

7 Results

In general, we found that the n-gram models trained
on this dataset had similar accuracy on the catego-
rization of the course sentiment rating, but varied to
a large degree in their F1 scores and Kappa statistics
(see table 1). The maxent trigram model had the best
overall accuracy, but by a relatively small margin.

The best F1 for positive statements was from the
maxent unigram and bigram models and the best F1
for negative statements was from the maxent model
as well. The maxent model had the highest Kappa
score. Surprisingly, there was not a wide divergence
in scores by the length of the grams in the mod-
els. The Kappa score for the maxent model did not
change by more than .01 between a unigram and a
tri-gram model.

The RNTN from Socher, et al. (2013) that was
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Model Accuracy F1-Neutral F1-Positive F1-Negative Kappa
Unigram Features
Maxent .601 .706 .339 .451 .308
Bigram Features
Maxent .603 .709 .339 .446 .306
Trigram Features
Maxent .606 .714 .337 .434 .300
RNN
RNTN Trained on Movie Reviews .484 .559 .319 .450 .227

Table 1: Results Test Set. Best scores for each category are bolded.

only pretrained on the movie review data had much
lower accuracy than the other models (.484) and a
lower Kappa score than the maxent models. The
F1 scores for positive and negative statements were
comparable to the best models, but the F1 score for
negative was lower than any of the other models
tested (.559).

In table 2 we present the best predictors of the
positive and negative classes from the unigram max-
ent model. It is interesting to note that these words
give some insight into why it is important to have a
sentiment dataset that is specific to psychotherapy.
We can see that ‘scary’ is one of the top ten negative
words in the dataset. We should note that in a movie
review, the word ‘scary’ might be a positive indi-
cator. Additionally, psychologically relevant words
are frequent on the list of good predictors like ‘de-
pressed’ and ‘relaxed’ .

The confusion matrix for the maxent unigram
model (see figure 5) shows that the basic model
is generally accurate in the polarity of the state-
ment (that is, there are very few errors of positive
sentences coded as negative, or negative sentences
coded as positive). The errors are generally classify-
ing a positive utterance as neutral or a neutral utter-
ance as positive.

8 Discussion

Psychotherapy is an often emotional process, and
most theories of psychotherapy involve hypothe-
ses about emotional expression, but very few re-
searchers have systematically explored how affect
works empirically in these situations. There are sev-
eral databases of sentiment ratings in text but few of
them involve dialogue and none are from a mental
health setting. This dataset represents an initial step
towards the study of sentiment in psychotherapy.

Most Positive Words
nice

thank, amazing
glad, good

proud, great
relaxed, helpful
fine, interesting
forward, helped
special, helps
cool, better

enjoyed, excited
Most Negative Words

sad, crap
hated, screwed
afraid, terrible

fear, can’t
bothers, rejection

worst, death
hard, scary

horrible, worse
stupid, ugly

pissed, depressed
Table 2: Most Positive and Negative Words from Maxent Uni-

gram Model
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Figure 5: Confusion Matrix for Maxent Unigram Model (Test

Set)
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One of the novel contributions of this dataset to
the area of sentiment analysis in general is the in-
terrater reliability subset. In our literature search we
were unable to find examples where researchers had
estimated what human agreement was on different
datasets used for sentiment analysis. This will allow
us to compare our models to human-human agree-
ment and also provide a qualitative sense for what
kinds of utterances humans agree on and on which
ones they disagree.

We hope that the creation of this dataset will im-
prove researchers’ ability to predict sentiment from
dialogue and in psychotherapy settings. It is clear
from the interrater reliability dataset that we should
not expect models to perfectly rate sentiment be-
cause even humans do not completely agree on
many types of utterances. However, it may be rea-
sonable for machine rated reliability to approach the
human range of reliability.

The models suggested by this paper are not in-
tended to be a comprehensive list of models that
may work well on the dataset, but are intended to
be a baseline for other work to compare to. There
is a long list of possible models that should be tried
in the future, including LIWC counts, LDA models,
word vectors and more comprehensive tests with Re-
cursive Neural Networks. Testing all of these mod-
els and their variations is beyond the scope of this
paper, but we hope that this dataset will give a base-
line for different groups to test what works well in
this type of data.

One of the interesting findings of this paper was
the comparison of the RNTN model from Socher
et al. (2013) that was only trained on the origi-
nal movie review data. This dataset, it should be
noted, is much larger than our own, but it is from
a very different context. This is consistent with the
conclusions of Pang and Lee (2008) that context is
extremely important in identifying sentiment. Our
work provides a test of the viability of domain adap-
tion of models trained on very different datasets. It
would appear accuracy will suffer if we use models
that were trained on datasets like movie reviews and
apply them directly to mental health contexts.

Finally, there were not substantial differences in
accuracy between unigram models and the bigram,
trigram models, suggesting that the more complex
word patterns to not necessarily improve accuracy.

This may be a side effect of the characteristics of
dialogue, which are not always as gramatically clear
as written text.

8.1 Psychotherapy Compared to Other
Sentiment Domains

It may be surprising that the accuracy of some of our
initial models are lower than other similar models
used on other sentiment datasets. Part of this is may
be a result of our decision to not use extremely short
phrases (our dataset has a large number of neutral
listening utterances like ‘mm-hmm’ and ‘yeah’ that
we wanted to exclude). It should be noted that even
in Socher et al. (2013) all of the models tested had
an accuracy below .6 on anything that had 5 words
or more (see figure 6 in their paper).

However, there may be a larger issue in the psy-
chotherapy domain that makes labeling these utter-
ances more difficult in general. For example, when
rating movies, the typical subject of the sentence is
going to be the movie and whether or not the re-
viewer enjoyed it. While you may have sentences
that express both positive and negative attitudes, but
there is some sense that the purpose is always go-
ing to be to evaluate the movie. In psychotherapy,
an utterance like “(chuckling) but I know I didn’t
feel as good as now” has a complicated temporal as-
pect to it. The rater may be confused about whether
this should be positive because the person feels good
now, or negative because they were not feeling good
prior to now. An utterance like “see I don’t need any
therapy” is complicated because some raters may
see this as a person in recovery and others may see a
person in denial.

Consequently, our models may not necessarily be
evaluating how a person is feeling about another
person or themselves in a given moment. Instead
raters evaluated the emotional valence of a statement
which could target the speaker, another person, or
something unspecified. The psychotherapy domain
clearly presents a more complicated task than an-
swering the question “is this movie review a positive
one or a negative one?” which is a better defined
tasks. Future work may attempt more challenging
classification tasks like asking a rater to guess how a
client or therapist may be feeling from text - similar
to how a human interacting with a client or thera-
pist might attempt to understand their partners inter-
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nal state. However, even if models could be trained
to accurately capture this particular aspect of senti-
ment, we could not be sure that models were cap-
turing an actual internal state. Instead they would
be learning human perception of this state, which in
and of itself can be error prone.

8.2 Future Directions

Beyond the practical question of whether we can ac-
curately rate sentiment in psychotherapy, we hope
that models trained on this dataset will eventually
be able to code entire psychotherapy sessions so
that we can ask larger questions about how senti-
ment expressed by clients and therapists influences
outcomes. For example, would we expect to see
the largest improvement in symptoms from positive
client expression or negative client expression? Or
should there be a pattern from negative expressed
sentiment to positive? Another important question is
whether we would see the most improvement from
therapists who focus on positive aspects of a client’s
experience or more negative ones. To answer these
questions, we need to be able to label more data than
is practical to do with just human raters.
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